Compatibility of MX4 iQuad™ and the Ventis™ MX4 Extended Range Lithium-ion Battery

With the official launch of the Ventis MX4 multi-gas monitor in March 2011, a new extended range lithium-ion battery was released that provides power for the Ventis with integrated pump and also provides extended runtime for the non-pumped Ventis. This extended range lithium-ion battery was also intended to be compatible with our MX4 iQuad monitor through a firmware update, providing iQuad users the option to increase instrument runtime. The firmware update and accompanying agency approvals and certifications were intended to be made available in March 2011 but have been delayed.

Industrial Scientific intends to have the MX4 iQuad firmware update and accompanying approvals complete by the beginning of September 2011 for MX4 iQuad instrument users requiring UL, CSA, ATEX, and IECEx approvals.

If you would like to add the extended runtime lithium-ion battery to your MX4 iQuad monitor, please contact one of the Industrial Scientific Global Service Centers. Contact information for these Service Centers can be found at www.indsci.com/offices.

For additional information on the Ventis MX4 or MX4 iQuad monitors, visit the Industrial Scientific website at www.indsci.com.

Sincerely,

Gregory S. Bako
Product Manager